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Abstract:
t

We present shock-wave Olugoniot) data on siugle-crystal and porous

1 anorthite (CaAl2Si20.) to pressures of 120 GP&.	These data can be inverted
n

to yield high pressure values of the GrUncisen parameter (y), adiabatic bulk

modulus {Ks) and coefficient of thermal capansion (a) over ,a broad range of

pressuraa and temperatures which in turn are used to reduce the raw Hugoniot

data and construct an experimentally-based, high-pressure thermal equation
l

,

of state for anorthite.	We find surprisingly high values of y which decrease

6 from about 2.2 to 1.2 over the density range 3.4 to 5.0 Hg/m3 .	Our data

clearly indicate that whereas the zeroth order anharmonic (quasi-harmonic)

rproperties such as y and a decrease upon compression for a sinWlc prase,

these properties, apparently increase dramatically (200% or more) in going from

a low to a high pressure phase.	The results for anorthite also support the j

hypothesis that higher-order enharmonic contributions to the thermal properties
{

decrease more rapidly upon compression than the lowest order anharmonicities.

We find=an initial density p0 ti3.4 Mg /m3 for the "high-pressure phase" portion
r ^

,i of the Hugoniot, with an initial value of Ks essentially identical to that of

' anorthite at zero pressure (90=;GPa).	This is surprising in light of recentlyrdocumentedf

r

candidate high-pressure assemblages for aeorrhite with significantly higher

densities, and	it	raises the question of the nonequ116rium nature of

r
Hugoniot data.	By correcting the properties of anorthite to lower mantle

;'I

conditions we find that although the density of anorthite is comparable to that

of the 'lowermost mantle, its bulk modulus is considerably less, hence: making
,

enrichment in the mantle implausible except perhaps near its base.

.^
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Introduction
j

s Anorthite is a mineral of particular geochemieal interest because of

Its refractory nature.	Both theoretical and observational evidence suggest

that it is among the first, high temperature condensates that form from the

? solar nebula and as such may be an important phase in the earliest accretional

history of the planets [e.g., Marvin, et al., 1970; Grossman and Latimer,

1974).	Indeed, according to inhomogeneous acerctional models the present

{ internal zonation of the planets is thought to reflect, at least in a broad

sense, the accumulation of first the more refractory condensates followed by
r ^t s

successively more volatile-rich material [e.g., Turekian and Clark, 1969;

iF
<< Clark, et al., 1972 1.	Hence anorthite and other calcium -a1''suminum minerals

1.
t

may well be enriched deep within the earth and, if stable against buoyancy

forces„ may remain there from the earliest times of the earth's formation.	_ Recent

i evidence ties, in fact, suggested that a significant portion of the earth's

j mantle could be quite enriched in a calcium component: the mineral CaO at

r

high pressures has properties wh!.ch are virtually indistinguishable from those
i

of much of the lower mantle -[Jeanloz, et al.	1979).;	Except for the few

4 hundred kilometers near its base, however, the lower _ mantle appears to be

relatively homogeneous according to seismological observations, and the most

plausible location of a chemically distinct zone might be near the bottom of

the mantle [Anderson, 1975; Jeanloz and Richter, 1979).

The purpose of this paper is co present new high pressure data on
1

anorthite which provide among the most complete high-pressure, high-temperature

characterizations of any silicates	to date.	We have carried out shock-wave:

' experiments both on single-crystal anorthite and on anorthite containing a }

substantial initial porosity.	Because the states achieved in the latter

C
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are much hotter than those produced in the nonporous (single-crystal)

t

t	r `samples under shock, the temperature-dependence of the high-pressure equation

r^ of scats can be directly evaluated.	Thus, we derive a thermal equation of
.`

^ state for anorthite to pressures in excess of 120 GPa based on our data !^
u

and with virtually no theoretical constraints on the form of such an equation

of state.	As a rosult, we have measurements over a wide range of pressures

and temperatures of such thermal properties as the GrUneieen parameter and

coefficient of thermal expansion, as well as the pressure- and temperature-

dependent bulk modulus.	This in turn allows us to make a direct comparison

4 between anorthite at high pressures and the earth ' s interior, and leads us to
g

the conclusion that although the density of anorthite is consistent with that

of the lower mantle the bulk modulus probably precludes significant amounts

of anorthite being present extent, possibly, in the lowermost portion of the

mantle (D"	region).	A modest enrichment of anorthite is allowed by our

tF data which would be stable at the base of the mantle, however none is required.

r The porous anorthite used in our experiments is a; lunar highlands rock

(sample 60025).	Its response to dynamic compression is of intrinsic interest

for better understanding the cratering properties of the lunar surface.	,Becau9e

of its extremely primitive character, the properties of 60025 are of particular

R ' interest for modelling , _the late-stage accretion and early evolution of the

..I moon.	These considerations have been discussed more fullyby,Jeanloz,and

Ahrens (1978), in which someof the data which are described below were

1

first presented.

r
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Experimentalrf

"transitional'Euhedral, single-crystals of a	anorthite from Miyake-zima,

` Izu Islands, Japan [cf. Guy, 1954; MUller, et el., 1972; McLaren, 1973) were

used as nonporous samples; their composition . corresporde to An
9S.4 Ab4.5

 Or

(representative analysis in Table 1).;	Samples were oriented morphologically

' for shock-wave propagation along the [010) direction and were prepared so as to 1

,z avoid the small amounts of olivine ($o
83

Pal^) inclusions present in the

anorthite crystals.	The porous anorthite samples were cut from lunar anoithosite
i

60025.36 9 .174 as previously described [Jeanloz and Ahrens, 1978).

The experimental techniques used in this study have been presented elsewhere i

! and are only briefly'' discussed here [see Ahrens, et al., 1977; Jeanloz and
z

Ahrens, 1977,-1978,.1979a).	The initial densities of samples are determined
r

by an'-Archimedean and a bulk technique for nonporous and porous samples €	•'

reapectively. ` Properly characterizing the initial densities of the porous j((

samples is particularly important for obtaining data of high quality [Jeanloz
d

and Ahrens, 19781.	Shock experiments were curried out using ' ` a two-stage, light-

r

gas gun or a 40 mm-bore, propellant gun to accelerate, projectiles to velocities
s

I between 2.3 and 6.6 km/s.	In each experiment, the impact velocity of the

projectile is measured, as is the velocity of the shock wave which is generated
a

in the sample upon impact by the projectile. ' The shock-wave velocity is

determined by measuring the travel time of the shock-wave through the sample
s

(of known thickness) by way of a rotating-mirror or an image-converter streak

camera; details of the data reduction procedure are given in Jeanloz and

' Ahrens [1979a].	The Hugoniot state is then determined by applying impedance-
1 '

matching conditions (Hugoniot equations) to the measured initial density, la

impact velocity and shock-wave velocity.	A partially- or fully-released state

t
is also determined by a free-surface or buffer impedance mismatch measurement, .

[ t
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reduced by way of the Riemann-integral formalism [o.g., Rice, at al., 1958;

Lyzenga and Ahrens, 1978).	The standard equations of state of McQueen, at al.,
P	'

[1970] for W. Ta and 2024 Al alloy, 4nd of Wackerle [1962) and Jackson and

Ahrens 1 1979) for fused quartz were used in reducing;, these data.

# Res_ ults

r The results of the present experiments on single-crystal and porous

t anorthite are given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively, and are shown in ^

` Figures 1 and 2; for convenience, the data from Jeanloz and Ahrens (1978]

1 for anorthosite 60025 are included, with slight corrections.	Despite variations !

in composition and porosity, the present data can essentially be considered +

! representative of endmember anorthite (CaAl2Si208) with 0% and 19% initial

porosity.	Although the data of McQueen, Lt al., [ 1967] for .Tahawus anorthosite

correspond to a more sodic plagioclase (An49 ) 0 these are indistinguishable

from the present (nonporous) data because the Tahawus anorthosite contains

enough pyroxene to increase its initial density to that of anorthite (Figures 1

F, and 2).	Hence the single-crystal anorthite andTahawus anorthosite data are

ri	( reduced together for determining the properties of anorthite at high pressures

F [see .)eanloz and Ahrens, 19781.'

t

All of the present data are in the "high-pressure phase" regime [e.g.,-;

McQueen, et al., 1967 1 and for comparison a theoretical Hugoniot is shown
3'.
r

c^

in Figures 1 and 2 fo`	the-zero-pressure structure of anorthite.	This is

" constructed [McQueen, Lt Al.,:1963; Davies and Gaffney, 1973] from a third -

$ order Eulerian finite-:strain adiabat, + constrained by recent ultrasonic data

for anorthite; [Liebermann and :Ringwood, 1976].	The Tahawus anorthosite data

extrapolate to this theoretical Hugoniot at about 10 .3 (±0.5) GPa pressure, a

"mixed-indicating that the	phase" region extends from approximately 10.3 to 33.0

F

4

{

M^'
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GPa'for the non-porous samples. The porous and.nonporous data in the

j	"high-pressure phase"' regime can be characterized by the least squares-

l	fit, quadratic shock-wave velocity '(Us ) versus particle velocity (up)

6	relations given in Table 4 along with the average initial denaitioa (p0).
^	

z

Although the porous data require a'quadratic Us-up relation, this is not

?

	

	the case (statistically) for the nonporous data. It is interesti^ig to note,

however, that the porous and nonporous data define essentially parallel
 f

t

trends in Figure 2.'

'rho release paths shown in Figure 1 are schematic in that they are

constrained by only a single measurement in each case, as shown. In using

the Rieman integral to derive these data, the release process is assumed to
s

be isentropic, and hence the release paths are expected to have similar (hut
f

slightly smaller) slopes in the pressure-density plane as the Hugoniot.

Although strictly isentropic release might seem implausible, icanloz and

F

	

	
Ahrens [1979b) have recently shown that the effects of entropy production	j

(excluding reactions or phase transformations) are not likely to be large
r

enough to influence the release paths. The results for single -crystal

anorthite and, at the higher pressures, porous anorthite are consistent with

isentropic unloading. These release paths are significantly different from	j
f _ ,

those documented in the "mixed -phase" region of feldspars in previous studies

[Ahrens, et il., 1969b; Grady and Murri, 1976], consistent with the present

data being in the "high-pressure phase" regime of the Hugoniot. It is

difficult to understand, however, why several of the release paths for porous

anorthite are steeper than the Hugoniot. Finite-strength effects appear not
i

,i

`'	 to be responsible and, although several possible explanations can be advanced,
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t^^ Thermal Properties

By combining shock-wave-data from samples of different initial densities.,

thermal properties at high pressure! , can be derived with virtually no theoretical

constraints involved ;; -,[e-g-,'Kormer,;at al. 9 1962; McQueen, et a1., 1970;

k " Jeanloz, 1979a].	In the following,` thermal - properties will be derived

based, on successively more etensive assumptions or approximations, however

none of the results are strongly dependent on an ass :med form of the high-

` temperature, -high-pressure equation of state because each Hugoniot point

' represents a direct measurement of a pressure (P) - volume (V) - internal

energy (E) state.	The most important assumption is that the porous and

"r nonporous data - represent identical (or at least very similar) thermodynamic-	-

'
,

i:Zates', except for the temperatures involved; because of the large energies°

involved, this appears to be a good approximation [ see Jeanloz, 1979a].

For example, despite the fact that the porous Hugoniot probably represents

molten anorthite to a`large extent, the effect of melting on density at a
a

r	
,

riven (high) pressure is	small: at zero pressure, a volume change

on melting of only 4% is found [Skinner, 1966], and at high `pressures this

undoubtedly decreases to within the few percent accuracy of the Hugoniot data.

Hence the effect of melting on the energies or compressibilities involved are

' not likely to be resolvable,and no anomalies which could be ascribed to melting

' are seen among the data considered here.	Each datum probably represent an

f`

average over a heterogeneous thermal state achieved on the Hugoniot, particularly

for the porous anorthite in which extremely high temperatures can be achieved

i'
along grain boundaries [e.g., Belyakov, _t Al., 1974 0 1977; also, Grady, 1977].	!

However, for the hydrostatic condition which is (at least approximately) achieved
x,

along the Hugoniot, temperature perturbations result in density (rather than

sl

ti

^f
I
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pressure) variations.	Thus, -temperature variations between 104 and 10
5
 K, i

and, concentrated within about 102 of the sample, could readily be 'concealed`

within the 1-2% accuracy to 'which Hugoniot densities were determined in this
i

study.	At these high temperatures other processes, such as radiative thermal

conductivity, are likely to become important ` enough to preclude more extreme

temperature variations.	The `reproducibility ' of the present data also suggest

that an adequate thermal average has been measured.

s' The porous and nonporous data are directly inverted to yield values of the j

GrUneisen parameter (y =_ V '(aE)v ) based on the Hugoniots given in Table 4.

At a given volume (VN) the GrOueisen parameter is given by

r

2 (PHP - PHN)
[1]

t
Q

Y(VH)	VH
y;

rHP (VDN - VH) - PHN (V0P - VH)

where 0 and H subscripts represent xero-pressure and Hugoniot states, while-

^ P and N indices refer Co porous and :nonporous samples respectively (further

details are given in :Jeanloz [ 1979a]')	Equation 1 yields values of y which''

are 'averaged over large temperature ?intervals and it is assumed here, as is

commonly done [e.g.,r McQueen, ' it al.	1970; Wallace, 1972], that y is ?

i essentially independent of tempetature.	Independent analyses show this to

`r commonly be the case' [e.g., Andersoui, et L1, 1968; Jeanloz,'+1979a], and j

H, the porous data for anorthite, although available within only a small f

variation of Initial porosities, are also consistent with a temperature-

independent GrUneisen ` parameter.

The resulting values of 'y are shown in Figure 3 in which each datum pointr
t

k

represents the offset of a porous Hugoniot point from the nonporous Hugoniot.

The error bars largely reflect uncertainties, in the nonporous Hugoniot which

must be extrapolated downward considerably in pressure (or density) for this x
^r

^a Y	'
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€	
analysis. Because the_parous Hugoniot is quite well constrained by our

€	data, a smooth y(p) curve can be derived from the parameters listed in

Table 4 (Figure 3) which compares favorable with aspowar-law:fit to the data

3

a

y a 2.20 (3.40V) 1.66(±0.42)
	 [2)

^^ r

s
with V 'in m /Mg (based on p0 x';3.40 Mg/m3s sea below)'.	It is interesting to

note that the exponent in Equation 2 is	= larger than 1, as in

the case of iron [Joanloz, 1979a], although a`value of unity is often assumed
I

for the volume dependence of the GrUneisen parameter-(a,g., McQuade, at al.,

`1967, 1970; Brennan and Stacey, 19191.
x

`
^

The most striking feature in Figure 3 is the dramatic increase in y fi
1

from its zero-pressure value, for the high density states achieved along the ?

` anorthte Hugoniot.	The GrUneisen parameter is expected to decrease upon

compression (as shown by the present data), hence the increase shown in
E

Figure ` 3 at p < 3.7 Mg/m3 directly reflects the large Increase in zeroth- j

i
order enharmonic (quasi-harmonic) contributions to the thermal properties of

s'

f anorthite as it is compressed through the "'mixed-phase" region.	It may seem i

surprising that anharmonic properties increase across such a density jump,

` however this effect is seen in other cases, such as the phase transitions in

.e

i! Te, Bi and halides [Jeanloz, 1979x; Ramakrishnan, at al., 19791.	This

^g
is consistent with the standard interpretation of the "mixed-phase" region of

i; the Hugoniot (e.g., Mcqueen, at al., 1967] as representing a polymorphic

fl transformation to a high-density, high-pressure phase, perhaps with increased

cation-coordination number.	In general, an increase in coordination number is

accompanied by an increase in average bond length and hence an increase in

anhanmonicity might be expected.	However, other effects are also available ,5

t
E

_
^

iy

t
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to explain the observed increase in y with density, gkch as slight changes

In the nature of the interatomic bonding (e.g., Megaw, 1998).	In any case,

[̂ an increase in enharmonic contributions to the thermodynamic properties of
Y

anorthite when shock-compressed into its high-density state is clearly

€
indicated by the present data.`

Given a knowledge of the`GrUneisen parameter, an isentropic bulk modulus

(Kc) or bulk sound speed (c) can be determined from the slope of the Hugoniot

at any given density (or pressure) by means of the following equation

[e.g., AL ' tshuler, et al., 1960; Mcqueen, et al., 1967, 19701'

`

JdP
C

2	
A 

• K® l H 
® (VOP - V

H	Z	1N VH + Z 
PH	

y	 (31 

\dVN

This equation is derived by assuming a Mia-GrUneisen form for the equation of

state, however the thermal correction to the Hugoniot slope is small and is

' experimentally constrained (through y), therefore minimizing the effect of

CI

` this assumption.	The resulting values of Ks along the Hugoniot of anorthite

are shown in Figure 4.	Again, the individual points are determined by the

offset of the ti-orous anorthite data while the curves for K s along the porous

and nonporous Hugoni .ots are determined from the parameters given in Table 4

[cf. deanloz, 1979a].	The error bars on the data mainly reflect uncertainties

in the fit to the nonporous Hugoniot, particularly of its slope.	Significantly,

r ^

both the porous and nonporous Hugoniots are well enough constrained to directly
F

yield independent measurements of the bulk modulus of anorthite at high pressures

,. artd at widely varying temperatures (corresponding to different initial porosity).

,t
However, in order to quantitatively separate the thermal and compressional

.a ^

f effects on the bulk modulus, a more complete model must be derived for anorthite

'I[
f

under shock conditions, as is done below.	Such a model yields estimates of the

u
i

s
B

._
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temperatures along the porous and nonporous Hugoniots, thus allowing the

Isotherms shown in Figure 4 t be determined.

Sound velocities havebeen independently measured in (alkali) feldspars,a

under ,shock by means of unloading waves (Grady, et al., 1975). These	r

velocities were considered to be anomalousiy low, and hence wereinterpreted	h

as being bulk (rather than longitudinal) velocities, suggesting the possibility

of partial melting during shock loading. The present results, however, yield

lower bulk sound speeds along the Hugoniot than were expected by Grady and

coworkers, thus obviating the need to invoke their "shear-band" melting.

In fact, a direct: comparison of their velocities with the present data allows

the shear modulus along the'Hugoniot of feldspar to be calculated. This

j
yields u ti 117.3 and 118.3 GPA (Poisson ' s ratio of 0.21-0 . 26) at pressures of

t

34.5 and 46 . 0 GPa respectively, assuming that Grady, at al, measured longitudinal-

velocities. Visas values for the 'shear modulus are not unreasonable, brit they

are only approximate since there are significant uncertainties in the data

sets which are being 'compared and compositional differences between the samples	#
a

r	are ignored. - In any case, this analysis suggetits that nonporous feldspar melts	6

along the Hugoniot at pressures significantly higher than 46 GPa. Similar	!^
}

comparisons of unloading wave velocities with independently determined bulk`

compressibility have been used to determine the shear properties of metals

3	to pressures well in excess of 100 GPa [e .g. Al'tshuler, et al., 1971; Simonov	
e

and Chekin, 1975].

q
Anorthite behaves as though it undergoes a major phase transformation

'	under shock, as exemplified by the large density increase and anomalously	x

high (apparent) compressibility through the "mixed-phase" region. Without

specifying the details of such a transformation, the important consequence is

i,
' that the properties of anorthite along the "high-pressure phase" branch of the	u

F a ':
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Uugoniot must be referenced to a zero-pressure density which is significantly	e

higher; than the initial density of anorthite and that the densificaton through

' the "mixed'-phase" region is reflected not as a thermal energy but as a potential

energy:whic;i is imparted to the (static) lattice: that Se, an energy of	s

transformation .(AEtr )	By comparing the theoretical (untransformed) Hugoniot

i with the nonporous Hugoniot of anorthite at about 30 (110) GPa pressure, a_
q

volume decrease of about 20% is found associated with the '%ixed-phase" region.

Hence, the high-pressure anorthite data correspond to a state with .a zero-

r1 pressure denim.-y P02	3.40 (10.1) Mg/m 3, a GrUneisen parameter given by

Equation 2 and with AEt rti19B t 60 kT/mol.	Here, A3tr, ry 0 was assumed and the

transition pressure of 10.3 GPs derived above was used.

i With these parameters constrained, a principal adiabaC:: can immediately

be derived ',,or pde porous and nonporous anorthite data corresponding to the

"high-pressure phase" branch of the Hugoniot.' The approach used here was to

find a least-squares fit to the data with the adiabat given by either third

, or fourth-order, Eulerian finite-sta:ain theory.	The'appropriate _equations for

the forward problem (e.g., McQueen, et al., 1963 ,, -Davies, 19731 are readily
s

u converted to normal equations of the form:
t

' #

3 r1 .. 2 P

- 
1/

PH t YPH AEtr	j x3 
(X2

-1) 4 (I-1 
a aDt al	i

L `POl J
r

(X2-1)	ly (XZ-1) * x21S 
1,	

(4)
r

rry f

s 5

s

Rw

f' 4
1

IW_.1.
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with

f
2	3 	(X2_1)2	2IX	Y (X2.1)

C	X	Y 
(X2-1)
  + &2	

I	
Pal

3	
ts	

3	143
*9 K02KO2 ' + 'g KO(KO	—242	 +	 15b)

X MP/P) 1/3 (5c)
02'

The least-sqpares solution to Equation 4 yields beat estimates of the parameters

a	0 00	K02 and Ol	K02^1' where 41
4
3 ( 4

'CO2) 
and all properties refer to the

adiabat centered at p
02 

(primes indicate pressure derivatives).	Although

Equation 4 can easily 
be 

extended to the multivariate case in which t
2
 and

AE could be independently estimated, these variables are so poorly constrainedtr

by a fit to the data (at least in the present case) that no further information

is gained.	A third-order fit (corresponding to a Birch-Murnaghan adiabat) is

derived by setting 4
2	0 in Equation (5a), resulting in

Kos	86.5 (t1O) GPa [6aj'

KOs	3.93 (±0.20) [6b]

0.35)	 16KOs KOs	- , -3.45 0	 4

for the adiabat corresponding to the "high-pressurephase ll Hugoniot of anorthite;

the value in Equation 6c comes from Equation 5b.	Alternatively, fourth-order,

solutions can be found for Equation 4, however these do not improve the fit

to the data significantly and do not change the resulting adiabat markedly.



For example, letting 
KOs	0 (92 

w 1.49) yields 
KOs	

95.4 GPa. KOs	- 2.93

U and an adiabat which is within about 0.72 in density from that determined by

d Equation 6.	It is interesting that KO	is essentially equal to 4 (Equation 6b)9
a

r
the value for the Birch. second order equation of state, whereas neither the

r Slater, Dugdale-MacDonald nor Free Volume estimates of y based on this value .•'

' agree with the present data (e.g. 2arkov and -,Kalinin, 1971).<, #x

# The bulk modulus ;given in Equation 6a is surprisingly low given the large

-	.
increase in density from 

pOl	
2.74 Mg/m3 to p

02	
34 Mg/m3 (compare with

KOs	92 GPa for anorthite at zero pressure: Lieberman and Ringwood 11976])

however this conclusion is in complete agreement with the results originally

IT derived by McQueen et al., [1967).	Because the GrOneisen parameter was not

Independently known in that earlier study, they derived solutions for the

principal adiabat of the "high-pressure phase" Hugoniot of anorthosite using'

both low (y0 = 1.13) and high.(y0 = 1.73).values of y (tbey assumed y/V = constant)..

k
The values of y measured in the present study clearly favor the latter solution,

which resulted in p02:e 3.46 Mg1m3, It Os = 88 GPa and -KOs' = 3.93, in excellent

' agreement with the values found here despite the different formalism used

to reduce the Hugoniot,data.	'Ironically. subsequent' work in which the seismic

equation of state of Anderson 11967, 19691 was assumed to hold [Anderson and

f Kanamori, 1968, Ahrens et al., 1969a; Davies and Anderson, 1971) had tended to

favor the low-y solution of McQueen and coworkers ( P02 = 3.53 Mg/m3 ,'KOs = 112 GPa),`

resulting in values of p02 between 3.57 and 3.71 Mg/m3 .	In the present study.
,x

no solution could be found using Equations 2 and 4 which fit the data and which

K t was dons istent'with either form of the seismic equation of state [Anderson, 1967.

q 19691; it is worth noting that the seismic parameter and density of anorthite are
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j

The present results (using Equations 6) are shown in Figure S. along ,.

with the nonporous and porous , Hugoniots directly determined by the data.

A metastable Hugoniot for anorthite (centered on p
02

; Q 3,G Mg/m3) can be

derived by rearranging Equation 4, with p01
	

p02 ,und aEtr	0.	it is show.

In Figure 5 along with a Hugoniot calculated for 10% Initially porous an;t^t::
1

which is derived from Equations 1 and 2, as can be done for Hugoniots
¢
( corresponding to arbitrary porosities.	The bulk moduli along the adiabat,

metastable Hugoniot and calculated, porous Hugoniot (s) then follow directly
u

s from the theory of finite strains (Birch, 1938, 1947; Davies, 19731 or, for

the Eugoniots, : from Equation 3; the results are displayed in Figure -4 (the

! calculated, porous Hugoniot results are left off for clarity).
3^^

In order to derive the temperatures along the compression curves shown

in Figure 5, a'modal for the specific heat at constant volume (CV) must be >'

r constructee, except for the case of the adiabat along which the temperature

is completely determined by the GrUneisen parameter:

YO-Y

Ts(P)	
TOs 

exp	 f 7n
}

where y(p) is given by Equation 2: yo ° 2.20,`n = 1.66, and TOe	300K.	The

temperature along any compression curve (e.g., a Hugoniot) can be calculated

from:

P
CP	

681T(POP)	Ts(P) t
YV

v
s

subscript a indicates evaluated along the principal adiabat and P , is a dummy {

variable.	In order to solve Equation 8, a simple, Debye-GrUneisen model is

J

al
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used to evaluate the specific heat, as has commonly been done in previous

studies [e . g., Ahrens, at al" 1969b; McQueen, et al., 1970]. A (high-

temperature) value of the Debys temperature 01ti1000K was found from thezero-

pressure specific heat data of anorthite [iobie, at 11 19781, however this must

be ranormalized to the high-pressure state centered at p02 a 3.4 Mg /m3.

According to:Debye theory, the .haracteriatic temperature is proportional to

both - a mean :souud velocity and density, however because the mean velocity of

the high-pressure state is unknown (and velocity systematics

apparently do not satisfy the data) 'the following relation was used [see

Anderson, 2t al., 1960, for example];;

02 v 9
1 ( P

02
/pOl )

1/3 
1075 K.	 [9]

In Equation 9, the mean velocity is assumed constant in going to the high-

pressure state and only the density jump is accounted for. This is a rough

approximation, but the approximations used here mainly affect the computed

results at temperatures less than 0:--about 1100 to 2200K for pressures up^to

120 GPs. Note that the Debye temperature depends on volume according to a`

relation analogous to Equation 7. Because the temperature along the adiabat

is given independently, only the temperature along the metastable Nugoniot"

below about BO GPa is likely ' to be seriously affected either by the use of

the Debye-GrUneisen model or by the choice of 82 . We note that higher than

zeroth order anharmonic contributions to the specific heat, such as the linear - T

term [e.g., Wallace, 19721 0 are ignored although they may alter the specific

heat some 	at high temperatures. The overall effect is not likely to be

very significant, however, particularly because the higher order anharmonicity
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is-expected -to decrease rapidly 'upon compree.aion ' (Zharkov'and Kalinin,

19711.

The temperatures calculated in this fashion are shown in Figure 6.	The

largest uncertainties arise from uncertainties in AE tr, followed by uncertainties

In the prine±pal adiabat of Figure 5.	This might be expected since a change

in AEtr from 200 to 300 W /,mol involves a ` temperat ( re change firs,
	

/Cv 
N 0032

' n, 300K at a given density, and AE	is not very well constrained..

r;
tr

The calculated temperatures also allow isotherms to be found for the high-

temperature, high-pressure bulk modulus data in Figure 4.	Given the uncertainties

and extrapolations involved these isotherms must be considered somewhat sheematic,.

but it Is interesting to note the change in pressure derivative of the bulk
Y

modulus with , temperature and also the relative insensitivity of the bulk modulus

^, a

to temperatire at high pressures and moderately low temperatures, : For example !?

at 100 GPa i	( a	apparently increases from about 6 X 10 
3 
GPa ,K 1 at r	.

BT

4000K to ab w	0t 30 X 1	
3 
GPa K71  at 7000K, a value typical of the region of

1 broadly spaded isotherms between the porous and nonporous Hugoniot curves in

?Figure 4.	This range of values is also	compatible with the low pressure ,

j data- 'rammarized by Anderson at al., _[1968]., -

The cocificient of thermal expansion is given; by

2	-1	

YC

a m YGv (VKs - Y TCv)	 181K
s

a

i
in which the specific heat at constant pressure (Cp) is distinguished from

k
c CV.	,Equation 8 can be solved as a Function of pressure and temperature from

r	3

the present results on anorthite, as shown in Figure l in which both isobars

and isochores are displayed.	For comparison, the zero-pressure data for anorthite

F ,:
and the high-pressure Debye bemperatureare also shown.	At temperatures below s,

s

ê u

'#s +Y



the values of a in Figure 7 are subject to errors due to the possible inadequacies {

[ of the '

,
specific heat model used,	However the thermal expansion must vanish as

the temperature goes to zero and the general features of Figure 7 are not

strongly model-dependent.

Although the zero-pressure -thermal expansion of anorthite is subject to

some uncertainty, it is significantly lower than the low-pressure thermal

{!^
expansions derived from the "high pressure phase" Hugoniot data (Figure`7)0 *,'

GS As with the GrUneisen parameter, the thermal expansion of anorthite increases

considerably upon compression to the high-pressure state (p 0 ® 3.40 Mg/m3), !

whence it decreases with increasing pressure.	Again, this can be viewed in

terms of anharmonic effects increasing sharply at a pressure-induced phase

transformation, whereas pressure decreases both y and a fora given phase. #

This decrease of thermal expansion with compression can be approximately related

2 ti K82 2Ks
Iceto the bulk modulus isotherms in Figure 4 sin	

(DOTKT
8TT

CBT F	
/P

(K 	the isothermal bulk modulus).-

r	1

At high temperatures (T>O) a increases with temperature, particularly at
^

low pressures.	This is due to both zeroth and first -order anharmonic effects

' which: aria approximately of equal importance in increasing a: the former through

CP > '(1+MT)C
v

while the latter derive from the decrease in the bulk modulus,

with temperature.	It is important to note that these enharmonic contributions

{ decrease more rapidly with pressure than does the zeroth order effect embodied

` in the thermal expansion itself.	Hence at pressures above 80-100 GPa, a attains

a "saturated", high-temperature value above the Debye temperature.	In this

"saturated" regime, the calculated values of the thermal expansion are virtually

``	= model-independent since the bulong-Petit value of C	provides a good approximation

for C.p and all other variables in Rquation 8 are experimentally constrained_

1..
r (cf. Jeanloz,'1919a].	Furthermore, the relaxive decrease in importance of
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higher-order enharmonic contributions relative to the lower-order (e.g. strictly

quasiharmenic) effects provides additional justification for the simple.

#	Debye-Gruneisen model which was used for Cv. From the present data, the

second Gruneisen parameter [e.g., Anderson, at al., 1968) as m a 
Ka C8T )p

r
appears to be relatively independent of temperature at high pressures

and temperatures, as expected. Unfortunately, 6 s is not very well constrained

(6s ti	 r2.2 + 1.2), however it can be evaluated over many tens of GPs and thousands-

of degrees, and its approximate constancy _ lends further support to the assumed

temperature independence of y[Anderson, `et al., 1968).

Discussion

Much of the preceding: analysis depends on the inference that-anorthite

undergoes, in some sense, a-phase transformation under shock-loading to pressures

above about 10.3 GFa• .Although previous analyses have assumed this to be the

case [e.g., McQueen, of ale, 1967; Anderson and Kagamori, 1968; Ahrens,, et al.,

!	1969a; Davies and Anderson * 19711, there is considerable doubt that polymorphic

transformation occurs under shock in a fashion directly analogous to the

F
phase transformations achieved under static ' coaditlons. Because of kinetic

limitations,; it is quite likely that highly no^acgts11ibrium states are measured

is these shock experiments.'

One indication of such >idfficulties arises from a comparison of the

present reduction of the Hugoniot data on anorthite in the "high-pressure phase"

'k.LWOMU40 ^!{{tlBYtl VL OVDGWViO^jCO !",1yD4.

in Table 5.: As shown in Figure S, the zer pressure densities of these candidate

than is found from the reduced

lira Minna nnr, hha mivad-nvida
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sodium titanate-bearing assemblages have been synthesized in calcium-aluminum-

silicate systems (Reid and Ringwood, 1969; Liu, 1978b) and Liu [1978x] has

"found Na-plagioclase in the hollandite structure.	Previous reductions of the

Hugoniot data had allowed higher zero-pressure densities than are found here.

Howeverr, the new data on the Gruneisen parameter preclude such solutions and,

as discussed above, the use of the seismic equation of state in those studies

appears to be unwarranted.	Regardless of other assumptions, no solutions could

be found to Equations 2, G and 5 which fit the data with p 02 larger than about

3.80 (±0.10) Mg/m 
3	In fact, the beat fits to the present data resulted from

E

allowing 0 Q2 4 3.0 Mg/m3 and ACtr 0 0, however yielding seemingly unphysical

values of KOs (typically less than 50 CPa).	These results suggests that anorthite

along the Hugoniot is not transformed to an equilibrium high-pressure polymorph,

particularly since less than 30 CPa pressure has been required to find the

assemblages listed in Table 5.	A recent study of Jeanloz [1979b] finds little
3

evidence for the transformation of (nonporous) silicates in Hugoniot experiments

.
either from observations an shocked olivine samples or From theoret,,,cal consider-_

ations, and anexthi,te way provide the first clear case of a silicate achieving#

;a
significantly more efficient packing under static as compared to dynamic loading. .`

On the other hand, it is not certain that the results of static high-pressure
 r

y
E	

f experiments can be so directly; compared with the shock-wave ds,ta since the

#§ temperatures achieved in the former ( ti 1000-1500K) are for the most part

considerably less than the temperatures achieved along the Hugoniot.- More

't important, though, is the fact that strict equilibrium on a microsLructural

state need not be required for the kind of analysis presented here.	As illustrated

{above for the case of melting, large energy differences are involved in this
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Increase. of about 20x above 10 GPa, as wail as the release adiabats of non-

porous anorthito P are all indicative of the behavior of a high-pressure phase.

As discussed by Jeanloz (1979b], despite the Hugoniot possibly not representing

equilibrium states, the properties measured under shock appear to be very close

to their equilibrium values.

There are two problems which mum be specifically addressed in this context.
a

Although values of total energy are reasonably well constrained in this analysis,

the partitioning of energy may not be	In partl,cular, the amount of thermal'

energy present, and hence the calculated temperatures, depend on the estimate

value of AEtr: if anorthite undergoes no manner of phase transformation under

shock AEtr . 0.	Jeanloz [1979b] used this fact and measured Hugoniot temperatures
u

to argue that some form of (nonequilibrium) transformation apparently occurs in sill- }

cater under shock.	Similarly, if melting occurs in the anorthite eamples this would nct1
i'

affect the bulk thermal or compressional properties severly,'but it could change

the calculated temperatures dramatically, lowering them (at a given pressure) by

f possibly 10 3K.` Since the zero-pressure melting temperature of anorthite is !

x 1930K,'a simple scaling argument suggests that melting may occur at about.

70-90 GPa on the nonporous Hugoniot or about 40-60 GPa along the porous Hugoniot.

a
This ambiguity can, however, be directly resolved by way of shock-temperature

`. measurements or by determinations of the shear modulus along the Hugoniot.

F Higher order effects associated with melting, such as discussed by Grover [1971],

! are not likely to change the values of properties calculated here by more than [

15-20% even at the highest temperatures shown in Figure 6; given the important

i decrease in higher-order anharmonicities with.pressure this is likely to be an

overly .conservative estimate.
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1f

The second question is whether the phase(.) along the "high -pressure phase"

Hugoniot evolve continuously with increasing pressure, as might particularly be

"expected if these are in highly nonequilibrium states. This is equivalent to

considering all of the data presented here as being in a "mixed -phase" regime

`despite the break in the UB up relation documented in' Figure=2 (cf. Mcqueen,

at al., 1907, for example). Some question hoa; in fact, been >raised ̀for other

silicates [,feanloz and 'Ahrens,"1977; Jackson and Ahrens, 1979 1 about stability

in the "high••pressure phase" regime: some evidence suggests continued reaction

or evolution along the Hugoniot to pressures of 100 GPa or higher. Although

the measured Hugoniot densities might still be used in such a case, the reduction

of the Hugoniot data and especially the values of bulk moduli 'derived above

would be meaningless. At present there is no ' compelling evidence for such a

conclusion and counterexampleo can be 'found, however the inability to independently

'	 sverifythis i problematical. Hence _ p	, duet as the porous and nonporous Hugontots

r
are assumed to be directly comparable, the "high-pressure phase" branch of the

Hugoniot is assumed to represent a single (possibly nonequilibrium) phase or

assemblage.

Lower Mantle

Since theories involving inhomogeneous accretion of the planets suggest

that relatively refractory compounds, such as anorthite, may exist deep within

the earth, it.is of interest to compare the present data with seismologically-

= s : :basedmodels of the lower mantle. In, Figures ..-4 and 5.the density and bulk

modulus of the mantle are compared with our data for anorthite. The density

of anorthite is compatible with mantle densities, but only for pressures in

excess of about 80 to 100 GPs.: As is evident from Figure 4, however, the bulk

_^^J..11-.-.A....f .....1 :4... L.. .....^^r4IL.. .. r.. 1,1 ..I. I^^w,.......n.. ..^.. r..^116. .......1..J.. l r.. 1..^....

R	

_

^.r
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a major component throughout the bulk of the lower mantle';lef. Mcquec ^ it al.

1967).	If the assumptions made in calculating the. bulk moduli are in error,

r then;highaT (more compatible) values would be found for anorthite.

Whereas 	recent study on C40 (Jeanloz at al., 19791 indicates that the

N lower-mantlo could be considerably enriched in calcium, the present data do

not support anorthite as being a particularly important Ca-bearing mineral'

In the mantle except; possibly in its lowermost portions (D" region).

rt Because the D O' region is seismologic-lly anomalous it is not possible to

determine its properties, with great confidence.	Indeed, the evidence for a
a

decrease in velocity gradient through the D" region (see the review of Cleary
7

(19741 0 for example) is compatible with Its containing 10-20% anorthite (or

s similar refractory compound) according to the present data; - while for plausible

mantle temperatures [e.g., Stacey, 1977; Jeanloz and Richter, 19791 anorthito

has a density within about 1% of the observed mantle densities at this level.
E

Although not required, an enrichment of anorthite in the D" region is therefore

€ acceptable and would appear to be bouyantly stable.	This is consistent with a simple

thermal model for the lower mantle presented by Jeanloz and Richter 1 19791, in

which the D" region is chemically distinct from the overlying mantle.	An

increase in refractory components toward the base of the mantle is also in.

qualitative agreement with inhomogeneoustaccretion models, however a simple

zone-refining process could produce the same effect in an originally homogeneous
t ^

: j mantle heated from below.

B

k

C

fy

f
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Conclusions

Now shock-wave data have been presented for anorthita from which a full

# high-tomperature, high-pressure equation of state ties been derived. , Whereas
I

anorthite has relatively low values of thormal expansion and GrUnoisen

' parameter at zero prasnsrra, those attain relatively high values in the high

` density state corresponding to the "high-pressure phase" Hugoniot, but

'
p

decrease upon compression as expected ._ Higher order anharmonle contributions

appear to decrease more rapidly with „ pressure and the thermal expansion

therefore saturates to a high temperature value at pressures above about

100 GPa.	Reduction of the Ifugonlot data allows shock temperatures to be

calculated and also yields a principal adiabat for the hi8h pressure; branch of
a

the Hugoniot.	We adiabat has an initial bulk modulus (about 87 GPa) which is

essentially identical „po that of anorthit:c, whereas the initial density is ?

about 3 . 40 Mg1m3 .	Because candidate, -high-pressure assemblages with

significantly higher densities are known for anorthite (4.05 to 4.30 Mg/m3)

^s
and because Hugoniot states are not likely to be at equilibrium, an ambiguity

arises -lr, the interpretation of the present data which are assumed to reflect
i

equilibrium properties.	Nevertheless, this assumption appears to be valid and

no inconsistencies are evident:.	Significantly, no solutions could be found In; )

reducing the data with zero -pressure densities for the principal adiabat above

3.8-3.9 Mg /m3, or with bulk moduli satisfying the seismic equation of state.

A reduction of .these data to lower mantle conditions demonstrate that anorthite
k

may be ;present in amounts of 10-20 % in the D” region, but it is not likely to be a

significant phase elsewhere in the lower mantle because of its apparently small

bulk modulus.
I

s

s
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TABLE 1 a

Electron Microprobe Analysis`

Single-Crystal ` Anerth to !ajiyeke-zima, JAPAN)

Oxide Weight 7.

{ Na20 0.51
t

MgO 0.04

t

Al203 35.28

5102 44.19 k

1
K20 0.02

i
CaO 19.57

Poo 0.66

TOTAL 400,27
F

T1020 E400 Cr203, MnO, F, C1 absent

t
C
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r Figure Captions

E

Figure l a Anorthite and-anorthosite shock wave data from the present

study and that of McQueen, at al.. [1967) compared with a
x

theoretical Hugoniot for anorthite (its uncertainty corresponds

' to variations in the assumed pressure derivative of the bulk modulus

between '4 and 6).	The porous and nonporous Hugoniot curves

are from the fit_ listed In Table 4.

Figure 2: The data and Hugoniot curves from Figure 1 shown in the shock-

wave velocity vs• particle velocity plane.	The dashed line j

corresponds to the theoretical Hugoniot of (untransformed)

i anorthite, while 
CO 

shows the bulk sound speed of anorthite.

from Lieberman and Ringwood [1976).

'
Figure 3: -GrUneisen parameter-of anorthite as a function of density.

1

J'4 The present data at densities above 3.5'Mg
/m3 

are shown as

individual points which can befit by a'power law in density

with an exponent of 1.66 (Equation 2).	Alternatively, the best-

fit Hugoniots ofTable 4 imply -values of the GrUneien parameter ^ -

which  are given by the short-dashed curve.	The zero-pressure value

for anorthite is shown at a density of '2.74 Mg /m3 along with sit N

assumed volume dependence (long dashes).	Data sources: Lieberman

and Ringwood [1976); Rigby and Green, and Floyd in Touloukian,'et al.,

[1977]; Roble, et al.,	[1978).

{y
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Figure Ae Adiabatic bulk modulus of anorthita as a function of pressure

and temperature based on the present shock-wave dsta, compared

with seismological values for the lower imantle- (Dziewonski,

at al . , 1975; Anderson and Hart. 19761 0 	Bulk moduli based
F^

directly on data are shown for the (nonporous) Hugoniot and

preens Hugoniot, along with values along the adinhat and
F

metastable Hugoniot derived from the reduced Hugoniot data.

x
Isotherms based on the calculated temperatures are also given

(thin, solid lines), with temperatures given in K.

Figure 5: Hugoniote- given by the data on anorthite (heavy lines) are

compared with the derived compression curves based on the F

present reduction of the shock-wave data (thin lines).	"Lite-

density in the lower mantle according to'Dziewonski at al. 119751

and Anderson and 'Hart 119761 is presented (dashed lines), as

' the zero-presaure densities of candidate high-pressure

assemblages corraponding to anorhtite (see Table 5).

Figure 6: Calculated temperatures along the porous (192) and nonporous >

Hugoniot of anorhhite, as well as the derived adiabat and

` metastable Hugoniot.	Estimated errors are shown for the
4

d

Hugoniot temperatures.
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